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Learning intention:
I know how to set up the oil/lawn seed electric field demo and the force between 
parallel wires demo.

U: ____ 

F: ____

KEY FOR UNDERSTANDING KEY FOR FOCUS

1 I DON'T UNDERSTAND YET 1 DISTRACTED

2 I AM STARTING TO GET IT BUT STILL 
NEED REGULAR HELP

2 SOMEWHAT 
ATTENTIVE

3 I ONLY NEED A BIT OF HELP 3 TUNED IN

4 I GET IT AND I COULD TEACH SOMEONE 
ELSE

4 SUSTAINED 
FOCUS



Outline
1. Safety issue as always (Anybody with a pacemaker or hearing aid to keep distance from power source)
2. Electric field

a. The problem (no way of visualising E field, refer to study design)
b. Solution (demonstrate)
c. How to 

i. Materials - cooking oil, lawn seed, DC power pack (with Ruhmkorff coil), aluminium foil, connection cable, 
GLOVES, insulation mat (optional)

ii. Set up
d. Different field shapes
e. Student worksheet

3. Ampere’s  force Law (definition of Ampere)
a. The problem (want to demonstrate force between two parallel wires, discuss definition of Ampere, refer to study design)
b. Solution (demonstrate)
c. How to create it
d. Student worksheet



Safety
High tension (voltage) is used in these demos.

If you have a pacemaker or hearing aid, you will need to watch the demonstrations 
from a safe distance.  We will use document projector to project everything on the 
screen and you will not miss anything.

Demonstration only today.  Sorry no invitation to the front.  



Visualization of  fields  (U3AOS1)
Issue: VCE Physics Study Design (p36)

VCE Study Design 2016  page 36



One of the requirements is that students know the 
shapes of the fields

For the magnetic field, it is quite easy to demonstrate it by aligning small 
compasses or iron filings.



To some extent, magnetic fields can be used to 
illustrate the property of electric fields...

However, this poses a few problems:

1. The shapes of magnetic field are limited by the shapes of the magnet.   One 
way to modify the shape is to add a soft iron with the desired shape to study 
different configurations.   

2. All magnetic fields have two poles and we would like to show the shape of an 
electric monopole.

3. We have not demonstrated that the electric field and gravitational field behave 
the same.     



Solution - Electric fields classroom demo

● Electric fields demo: using a high voltage supply (or basic power pack 
and Ruhmkorff coil), aluminium foil, lawn seed and oil to visualize 
electric field

● Gravitational field probably not practical to observe in a classroom 
environment

○ Too big
○ Too weak 



Equipment and setup
● High tension power source 

○ We are using ~80kV which is about 26mm sparking distance (1mm sparking distance is ~3kV)
○ Alternatives:

■ Traditional 12V DC power pack and Ruhmkorff coil 
■ Any high voltage power supply for a gas discharge tube
■ build your own voltage Cockraft Walton voltage multiplier

● Lawn seeds (~1 handful)
● Vegetable oil (enough to make a ~1cm deep layer in the plastic tray)
● Plastic tray (roughly A4 size or larger)
● At least 4 connection wires (dependent on your power source)
● 2x Aluminium foil sheet         s scrunched into various shapes of your 

choosing*
● 2x Rubber gloves (recommended)
● Insulation mat (optional, depends on the surface of your bench) 



Examples of high voltage power supply

Ebay 400kV high 
voltage generator

Homemade Cockraft Walton 
voltage multiplier  (remember to 
use ceramic capacitors and 
high voltage diode)Other high voltage supply

IEC High voltage 
power supply



Google for high voltage generator, Aliexpress, ebay etc.



Plastic tray

Aluminium foil

Vegetable oil

Lawn seeds

Styrofoam 
insulating 
mat

High Voltage 
generator

DC voltage  supply

Connecting 
wires

Connecting 
wires

Apparatus



Observations
● Lawn Seeds align themselves once field established
● Some seeds form field lines
● The field lines are perpendicular to the surface of the foil
● Some seeds moving backwards and forwards (explanation)

● Field between the two electrodes are much stronger
● In some case, you can compare field strengths by the density of the lines
● The seeds inside enclosed area virtually not moving



Suggested Configurations:

A. Two parallel plates
B. One foil ball and one parallel plate
C. Two foil balls
D. One foil ball and a segment of circle
E. One foil circle and a segment of a circle
F. ** Two concentric circles  (Faraday’s cage)



Limitations
● This seed/oil high tension method has to use both positive and negative 

electrodes.   Single electrode may not work, as seeds need to align 
themselves with the electric field line.   

● If you use more than two electrodes for different electric potential, you may 
need another power supply.  

● This can only be performed by teachers with experience and confidence in 
handling high tension equipment/setup.   



Other methods to visualize electric field:

● Use KMnO4 and filter paper  (similar to using oil/seed but sprinkle KMnO4 on 
wet filter paper  (150- 350V DC)  

Using KMnO4 is not recommended for students projects also because of 
KMnO4 is a strong oxidizing agent, envirnomental unfriendly and more 
importantly the DC voltage involved.  Electricity Safety Act (1998) stated that  
person who hold appropiate current electrical licence  can handle above 50V 
AC or 120V ripple free DC.

● Use Cathode Ray Oscilloscope (can use for plotting field in 3D) 



Use Van de Graaff Generator
Sticks Nylon strings on the metal sphere.  The string will repel each other and 
show a 3D electric field.  

Or just ask for a student volunteer with long hair.  



Student worksheet

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wxegVKdVHiDsLRzw7iuMkRvYa2ZOmlOdI61yVqb2hRQ/edit?usp=sharing


Ampere’s force law

When we teach electricity, we need to teach 
the unit of current, i.e. the definition of 
Ampere.

The ampere is that constant current which, if 
maintained in two straight parallel conductors 
of infinite length, of negligible circular 
cross-section, and placed one metre apart in 
vacuum, would produce between these 
conductors a force equal to 2×10−7 Newtons 
per metre of length.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newton_(unit)


Textbooks usually show a drawing of two parallel 
wires.  



The definition of the Ampere is based on the 
attractive/repulsive force between two wires

Given that the magnitude of the force between 
two metres long wires separated by 1m is only 
2*10^-7N, it is a big challenge to measure the 
magnitude or even existence of this force.

It’s difficult to make students believe such a 
force exists.  For example, if they have two 
devices charging from the same power point, 
they don’t observe any force between the 
wires.



Filling the gap
The first task is to show the existence of the force between the two wires.

Equipment:

1. DC power supply, ideally can supply up to 10A of current
2. Very light wires. (less inertia)

Because the wire is very thin and carries as high as 10A of current, the heat 
dissipated from the wire can be enormous.  

Solution: pass pulses instead of continuous current.     



Circuit Diagram

Connect the wires by the ends and let the wires get as close to 
each other as possible.



Observations:
1. When the wires connected, the wires vibrated.  This showed the existence of 

a force.
2. It cannot tell the whether this force is attractive or repulsive.  
3. The magnitude of the force is tiny because the small amplitude of wire 

movement.



Thoughts and modifications
It may be possible to modify the setup to show it is repulsive or attractive.

Using two long thin metal strips such as metal cable ties.  The change in 
curvatures of the wires can distinguish between repulsive and attractive force.

Using fake gold leaf (from Arts supply?)





Learning intention:
I know how to set up the oil/lawn seed electric field demo and the force between 
parallel wires demo.

U: ____ 

F: ____

KEY FOR UNDERSTANDING KEY FOR FOCUS

1 I DON'T UNDERSTAND YET 1 DISTRACTED

2 I AM STARTING TO GET IT BUT STILL 
NEED REGULAR HELP

2 SOMEWHAT 
ATTENTIVE

3 I ONLY NEED A BIT OF HELP 3 TUNED IN

4 I GET IT AND I COULD TEACH SOMEONE 
ELSE

4 SUSTAINED 
FOCUS


